Coupling Yeast Golden Gate and VEGAS for Efficient Assembly of the Violacein Pathway in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
The ability to express non-native pathways in genetically tractable model systems is important for fields such as synthetic biology, genetics, and metabolic engineering. Here we describe a modular and hierarchical strategy to assemble multigene pathways for expression in S. cerevisiae. First, discrete promoter, coding sequence, and terminator parts are assembled in vitro into Transcription Units (TUs) flanked by adapter sequences using "yeast Golden Gate" (yGG), a type IIS restriction enzyme-dependent cloning strategy. Next, harnessing the natural capacity of S. cerevisiae for homologous recombination, TUs are assembled into pathways and expressed using the "Versatile Genetic Assembly System" (VEGAS) in yeast. Coupling transcription units constructed by yGG with VEGAS assembly is a generic and flexible workflow to achieve pathway expression in S. cerevisiae. This protocol describes assembly of a five TU pathway for yeast production of violacein, a pigment derived from Chromobacterium violaceum.